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Abstract

Within the framework of the 1997 IAEA Symposium "Future Fuel Cycle and Reactor Strategies -
Adjusting to New Realities", Working Group #3 produced a Key Issues paper addressing the title of the
symposium. The scope of the Key Issues paper included those factors that are expected to remain or become
important in the time period from 2015 to 2050, considering all facets of nuclear energy utilization from ore
extraction to final disposal of waste products. The paper addressed the factors influencing the choice of reactor
and fuel cycle. It then addressed the quantitatively largest category of reactor types expected to be important
during the period; that is, thermal reactors burning uranium and plutonium fuel. The fast reactor then was
discussed both as a stand-alone technology and as might be used in combination with thermal reactors.
Thorium fuel use was discussed briefly. The present paper includes of a digest of the Key Issues Paper. Some
comparisons are made between the directions suggested in that paper and those indicated by the Abstracts of
this Technical Committee Meeting. Recommendations are made for work which might be undertaken in the
short and medium time frames, to ensure that fuel cycle technologies and processes established by the year
2050 will support the continuation of nuclear energy applications in the long term.

1. INTRODUCTION

Nuclear power plants and their supporting fuel cycle facilities represent a mature technology
that now provides a significant proportion of the world's electricity. Studies of world energy supply
indicate that there may be an increasing role for nuclear power in the 21st century, both as replacement
for aging capacity in the developed nations and as new capacity to support economic growth in
developing nations. The UN International Panel on Climate Change recognizes that nuclear energy
could play a role in mitigating emissions of carbon dioxide. Uses of electricity may evolve during the
period to include, for example, widespread use as motive power for transportation in addition to its
traditional role. It also is probable that advanced technologies will increase the use of nuclear energy in
non-electricity applications (e.g. district heating, desalination, process heat).

2. DIGEST OF KEY ISSUES PAPER #3

This paper addressed the middle time scale of 2015 and 2050, and included the whole nuclear
fuel cycle from mine to disposal. Based on a median estimate of the number of new nuclear plants
which might be required world-wide up to this time, the paper considered factors which might influence
the technological directions taken and then framed conclusions about the 'state of the art' within this
middle time frame. A paper of this type is, of course, highly speculative. However, it is expected that
the actual future development of nuclear energy will depend on three basic issues: government and
public approval, economic competitiveness, and on the role which nuclear energy might be called upon
to play in sustaining a healthy natural environment in the world.

Work performed in preparation for the IAEA International Symposium "Future Reactors and Fuel Cycles:
Adjusting to New Realities" Vienna, June 1997
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The role assigned to nuclear energy will depend strongly upon its ability to compete with other
energy sources (e.g. fossil fuels), hi a competitive global energy market, the success of any energy
source, be it nuclear or non^iuclear, will be dependent upon its ability to:

- properly utilize natural resources and national capabilities,
- maximize the economic benefits,
- minimize the overall environmental impact,
- effectively demonstrate the safety of fuel cycle facilities,
- gain government and public approval of the enterprise,
- satisfy national and international policies and goals,
- contribute to sustainable energy supply.

Decisions on the balance of new generating capacity will be influenced by the weight assigned
by individual utilities and national decision-making bodies to each of these factors. For example,
nations with limited natural resources are more likely to have aspirations toward energy self-sufficiency
and may therefore opt for developing a home-grown nuclear program. Alternatively, energy self-
sufficiency may be seen to be of lower importance in a global energy market. Economic benefits also
may be profoundly affected by associated government policies such as taxation.

Evolution and increase in nuclear generating capacity suggests that the current generation of
nuclear power plants and their supporting fuel cycles are economically competitive. On the other hand,
the present lack of new orders in many developed nations indicates that its advantages have been eroded
and are now marginal. This situation may or may not continue in the future, depending on the response
of the industry.. The objective is to identify those key factors that will influence the development of
nuclear reactors and fuel cycle concepts during the first half of the 21st century. Although these factors
are considered here in isolation from other (non-nuclear) energy sources, performance of the non-
nuclear energy options is likely to have a major influence on the size and scope of future nuclear
programs. For example, as the environmental effects of fossil fuel use become better quantified and
apparent, expansion of their use of fossil fuels may become impractical. But new technologies might
alleviate these negative effects. Stellar performance of existing nuclear plants may be seen as essential
to overcoming negative public attitudes so that future expansion of nuclear capacity can be practical.
But a long period of good performance might eliminate the strong anxieties which exist today in many
countries.

2.1. Maximize the utilization of natural resources

Today's commodity price of uranium is low, but will rise if demand increases and cheap
resources are depleted. Consequently, in addition to consideration of natural resource utilization and
environmental impact, there will be economic pressure to increase the energy yield from mined
uranium. This will provide motivation for:

- specifying lower tails assay in enrichment plants
- introducing higher burnup once-through cycles
- considering interim storage as a precursor to recycle instead of disposal
- recycling increased amounts of uranium and plutonium in thermal reactors
- recycling uranium and plutonium in fast reactors or fast-thermal tandem systems
- introducing concepts with higher thermal efficiency

Uranium is likely to remain the main natural resource supporting the development of nuclear
power programs, given the large world-wide investment in the uranium cycle. In the longer term,
however, the more widespread use of thorium may occur in some countries.
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2.2. Maximize economic benefits

A major influence on future development will continue to be the drive to reduce development,
construction, operating, maintenance, decommissiomng, and financing costs. The high cost of
developing and licensing new 'first-of-kind' power plant and fuel cycle designs will continue the present
trend toward increasing international collaboration and standardization. This, and the cost and
uncertainty of licensing more advanced concepts, are likely to give rise to facilities based on the
evolutionary development of current technology rather than to innovative new technologies. In addition,
as the established parts of the nuclear fuel cycle are recognized as mature technologies, the source of
funding will move from government to private sector with resulting emphasis on short-term economic
planning The requirement to reduce capital costs implies mat future systems will move further toward:

- standardization of facilities and components to minimize unit costs,
- multiple-unit plants to make best use of infrastructure investment and available sites,
- choice of unit size to balance economies of scale and those of repetition,
- elimination of over-design as knowledge of true margins is refined.

hi order to improve the return on capital investment and to control unit operating costs, future
systems will be required to achieve high capacity factors. This will, for batch-refueled reactors, tend
toward the development of long cycle times, short shut-downs, and rapid return to power. On-line
refueling will be employed where appropriate with a trend toward higher fuel bumup and use of tandem
cycles. The cost objective will drive the continued evolution of organizations providing fuel cycle
services. Efficiency may be improved by a combination of:

- enhancement and upgrading of existing facilities to extend their capability and life,
- use of high quality components and systems in new facilities,
- rationalization of vendor base to fully realize economies of scale and new technologies,
- evolution of fuel cycle centers in technically advanced nations.

The high capital cost and long construction time of nuclear facilities coupled with uncertainties
in licensing, decommissioning and waste management costs have caused difficulties in raising funds for
new facilities. These considerations may lead the industry toward, for example:

- encouraging incremental investment through modular systems design, where possible,
- reducing construction and commissioning times,
- development of regional and global licensing standards and practices,
- properly quantifying and managing decommissioning and waste management liabilities.

23. Minimize the environmental impact of fuel cycle activities

It is understood by the public that the industry must manage and reduce environmental impacts
associated with fuel cycle facilities. Increasingly, this awareness will lead to the development of the
next generation of nuclear fuel cycle facilities which:

- prevent waste generation, concentrating on waste control at the source,
- reduce waste streams by including high control standards in original systems design,
- intensify processes to reduce the volume of associated waste,
- use novel waste forms and new immobilization matrices and technologies,
- economically-optimum underground repositories for wastes requiring secure final disposal.

Recognizing that uranium mining is an important contributor to total radioactive materials
released to the environment from existing fuel cycles, reducing the environmental impact of mining and
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increasing the utilization of uranium by higher bumup and recycle can significantly reduce the overall
environmental impact of nuclear power.

Programs are in place to ensure that technical issues associated with disposal of high level
waste will be fully demonstrated so that facilities can be operational in the 21st century. Achievement
of these goals and gaining public approval for installation of disposal facilities are tasks vital to
successful continuation of the nuclear enterprise. Furthermore, if it can be shown to be beneficial to
reduce the waste source term by transmutation of long lived isotopes, development of actinide-burning
reactors and associated chemical partitioning plants, or appropriate accelerator technology may be
introduced. The drive for reduction of long-lived isotopes also may lead to wider use of the thorium fuel
cycle with its more favorable spectrum of activation products and fission products.

2.4. Effectively demonstrate safety of fuel cycle facilities

Although nuclear power has an excellent safety record, the Chernobyl accident demonstrated
the potential for severe and widespread (national and regional) radioactive materials contamination. As
a consequence it is perceived by many people that nuclear power is unsafe. This public concern,
coupled with the cost and project risk associated with the licensing of any new nuclear facility, indicates
that safety issues will continue to exert a major influence on the future of nuclear power well into the
21st century. In order to reduce the magnitude of potential hazards new facilities will be designed,
where practical, such that:

- processes and plants are intrinsically safe, achieved by designing out hazards rather than by
adding active protective devices,

- off-site damage from potential accidents will be deemed incredible (e.g. by the use of high-
efficiency barriers, by enhancing core integrity, or by reducing the potential for reactor systems
to damage containment systems following a severe accident).

In order to gain maximum benefit from international experience and to control the associated
with safety, it is likely that trends will be towards:

- development and application of internationally accepted safety and engineering principles,
- collaboration to provide a standard range of internationally accepted designs,
- acceptance that licensing of a facility in one country provide can provide useful input to

licensing processes for similar facilities in other nations,
- transfer of knowledge and experience through operator-led organizations such as WANO.

Even with these potential improvements, safety costs and potential project delays will continue
to have a major influence on the implementation of nuclear programs unless and until it is perceived by
both safety professionals and the general public that nuclear power is safe relative to the alternatives.
Clearly, this perception will be dependent upon the safety performance of existing plants and the
industry's ability to prevent any major accident during the next decades.

2.5. Gain government and public approval

Public and government approval will be the dominant factor influencing the scale of nuclear
power use throughout the world. An important activity for all those associated with nuclear power is to
communicate clearly the true costs, benefits, and risks of nuclear power, in an open and credible
manner, to the public in general and to their opinion leaders in particular.

Approval of any activity by a national government constitutes recognition that the activity is
acceptably safe. This "licensing" process includes technical evaluation to assess the scope of actual
risk, hi addition, issuance of a license to operate includes an implicit evaluation that the activity will
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benefit the nation. This evaluation is a political one and will depend in some manner on the wishes of
the people. It is essential that the public and their leaders possess accurate knowledge of the benefits
and risks of the activity.

2.6. Satisfy national and international policies and goals

National and international policies and goals cover a range of attributes that may be considered
beneficial by national governments ox individual utilities, and against which the performance of
different nuclear plant options will be measured These factors include:

- non-proliferation performance and safeguards,
- security of energy supply,
- energy independence, national and regional,
- balanced energy policy,
- access to technologies and potential for capacity expansion,
- use of existing fuel stockpiles (including surplus military material) and enrichment tailings.

2.7. Sustainable energy supply - an integration of factors

The various attributes and factors influencing future reactor and fuel cycles can be examined
individually, they always interact. Decisions will be made based on the balance of potentially competing
factors. It is apparent that the individual components of the nuclear fuel cycle and factors that influence
their development should be considered holistically to arrive at a proper balance.

For the future it will be necessary to optimize fuel cycles as a whole, looking at the way in
which the various components of the interact with one another. This should allow for the integration of
various options for fuel supply, fabrication, generation, fuel storage, reprocessing, recycle, waste
management, disposal and decommissioning in order to simplify the fuel cycle while reducing total
generation costs, increasing resource utilization, increasing safety, reducing environmental impact, and
satisfying key political objectives. Adoption of an integrated approach also is necessary to ensure that
research and development is concentrated on the most important objectives.

2.8. Conclusions of Key Issues Paper #3

2.8.1. Actual programs for continued development of nuclear energy use in the period from 2015-
2050 are unknown and unknowable today. This paper is, therefore, speculative.

2.8.2. Uranium supply will be sufficient to satisfy world reactor program needs, up to 2050.

2.8.3 Slow evolution of present reactor types and designs will dominate in the commercial power
plant market. Important reactor types in this period will be LWR andHWR

2.8.4 New reactor and fuel cycle development programs will come to maturity. Development of the
LMFR, HTR and other types will continue in some countries.

2.8.5. Out-reactor fuel cycle technology will be refined. Further developments likely will be capacity
expansion to meet the needs of thermal-reactor recycle programs, reduction of cost, and
reduction of environmental impact.

2.8.6. International cooperation in the maintenance of safety, development of international
standards, and improvement of human and equipment safety will continue.

2.8.7. Government and public approval will determine the course of nuclear energy development.
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3. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN KEY ISSUES PAPER #3 AND PAPERS GIVEN IN THIS TCM

Key Issues Paper #3 necessarily addressed only very broad subjects. Li addition, its time frame
began in 2015. For both of these reasons, it is necessary to place more detailed subjects covered in this
TCM into context before examining what work might be appropriate in the near-term future.

Short-term commercial developments will be undertaken mainly by private industry, based on
need and the desires of the customers — the electricity generation utilities. These developments will take
only limited account of the larger national and international issues such as fuel supply, strategic
position, and safeguards.

Longer-term developments will rely mainly on national governments which perceive a need for
extended work to position their countries for the long term energy supply situation. These governments
will take on the larger risks, and those successful in development will reap the benefits late in the next
century.

3.1. Plutonium Dispositioning

Several of the papers in this meeting deal with the incineration of separated plutonium, from
ex-weapon stockpiles and from the commercial fuel cycle, by burning in a non-fissile carrier matrix.
This emphasis grows naturally from the international drive to reduce world stockpiles of separated
plutonium. Reactor types considered for this fuel type are the LWR and the HWR.

This development direction has been questioned on the grounds that (a) burial of plutonium is a
doubtful proposition from the points of view of both conservation and security, (b) the alternative of
using plutonium for electricity production is attractive in both the short-term and long-term, and (c)
highly secure storage of separated plutonium is essential in any cas to retain existing and future stocks
of this material. It is recognized, however, that this option may satisfy short-term objectives.

But what of the longer term? If we look to the middle of the 21st century the authors of Key
Issues Paper #3 see a strong likelihood that fast breeder reactors will be required to limit the price of
natural uranium, as high-grade stockpiles are diminished. When uranium prices rise significantly,
plutonium will quickly become a scarce commodity because of the very high fissile inventory
requirements of FBR for the first loading. Without an ample supply of plutonium, the rate of growth of
FBR installed capacity will be strictly limited. It would be prudent to add this long-term consideration
into the balance when evaluating methods for disposing of plutonium stocks - whether to bury, bum, or
to save for a later day. The option of storing spent fuel without reprocessing also must be considered.

3.2. Evolutionary changes driven by economics

hi the short term, the dominant driver for change is economics. Papers in this TCM consider
new fuel elements, such as CARA and CANFLEX, which are aimed largely toward cost reduction. Use
of recycled uranium in CANDU reactors also falls into this category, though it also carries some
opportunities for design improvement in the longer term.

3 3 . Steady increase of MOX recycle in LWR

The largest change occurring today is the introduction of mixed-oxide fuel into LWR plants,
mostly in Europe. Several papers in this TCM consider various aspects of the use of MOX in LWR
and HWR. This work shows excellent prospects from a performance point of view. Up to 30% MOX
reloading in PWR can be considered an established technology. There is no barrier to use of 100%
MOX loading in HWR. Higher percentage MOX loading in LWR requires additional work on technical
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issues such as fission gas release at high burnup and tolerance of high-burnup fuel under accident
conditions. In addition, the capability for multiple recycle in LWR is not assured; currently it is
estimated that only two or three cycles will be feasible. A large amount of plutonium will remain in the
fuel after these cycles. Obviously, this option is not efficient for incineration of plutonium.

There is some disagreement over the economics of the MOX recycle fuel option, mainly
between nations which oppose recycle (and find it expensive) and those which favor recycle (and find it
cheap). Reality will, in time, settle this argument.

3.4. Increasing fuel enrichment

Fuels loading capable of higher bumup, using either uranium or MOX fuel, will depend on
development and proof testing of improved fuel elements. It also will, of course, require higher fresh
fuel enrichment. It is expected that the current trend toward higher enrichment will continue for LWR,
reflecting the economics of batch-loaded units. Higher enrichment might be obtained through reduced
tails assay as well, thereby increasing the energy yield per ton of mined uranium.

The motivation for increasing enrichment in on-power-fuelled HWR is somewhat different.
Natural uranium fuel leads to an inherent reactivity limit on fuel life. Life can be increased greatly by a
small amount of enrichment, thus leading to freer design options as well as to greater flexibility in fuel
management. These both can be translated into better economics through higher power output.

3.5. Recycled uranium use in HWR

The U235 content of uranium remaining after plutonium extraction is around 0.9 percent,
which makes this material adequate as fresh fuel for CANDU. There are relatively large stores of this
material at each reprocessing plant. The main economic comparison is between the cost of processing
this material into fuel versus the cost of purchasing and preparing fresh slightly-enriched uranium.

Economic advantages of using slightly-enriched uranium in CANDU arise from the fact that
natural uranium is slightly less than optimum for use in modern CANDU units. With 0.9% uranium it
is possible to increase unit output by over 10% by radial power flattening, while increasing average
discharge burnup by more than 30%.

3.6. Double-burning in HWR

The term "double-burning" refers to a sequential once4hrough cycle in two different reactor
types, with the second being capable of using discharged fuel from the first without re-enrichment. The
HWR is an obvious candidate for this cycle because it can use very low-enrichment fuel.

The degree of fuel rework proposed between bum steps is varied, ranging from direct reactor-
to-reactor transfer to fuel reprocessing. The DUPIC cycle, currently under development, includes a dry
reprocessing cycle to reform LWR pellets into HWR pellets, at the same time removing some fission
products and offering a substantial degree of proliferation resistance. One paper in this TCM
recommends an international program for demonstration of this technology in one of the countries
participating in mis project (currently Korea, Canada, and the US).

4. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ACTION FOLLOWING THIS TCM

Actions given below refer to those which seem appropriate for application in the long term.
Many of these actions should be initiated today so that they can be mature by 2050.
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Positive statements are made in the following text to avoid repetition of the multiple qualifying
statements which apply to most cases. It should be recognized that virtually all of the quantities, with
the exception of time, are quite uncertain, increasingly so for larger time intervals.

4.1. Short Term

Large-scale actions in this time frame will be based mostly on economic decisions. Little need
be said about them except to note that, where possible, they should avoid steps which offer purely
shorMerm economics with demonstrable losses in the longer term. True disposal, if such exists, of the
most valuable product of reactor operation - fissile isotopes - appears to be one such action to be
avoided.

Nuclear plant designs were, up to the past few years, in the forefront of thermal power plant
design trends. Unfortunately, slow progress of development over the past few years has meant that
fossil power plant designs have caught up and passed the evolutionary development of nuclear plants.
This pattern can be ascribed only partly to regulatory pressure; much of the problem can be identified
with the close conservatism of both designers and their clients.

Over the next 15-20 years there is an opportunity to conduct fairly small-scale fuel
development experiments in preparation for the large-scale demonstration and commercialization steps
which should occur in the medium term. Such experiments will be conducted both in research reactors
and as 'piggy back' experiments in power reactors.

Convincing a skeptical public that nuclear energy is, indeed, a long-term solution to the world's
energy problems is a very important activity in this time frame. One important component of the
convincing process must be a plan, or a set of practical scenarios, which demonstrate that fuel cycles
can be put in place which could provide a large energy supply for humanity over a period of hundreds
or thousands of years.

4.2. Medium Term

A characteristic of the present day nuclear energy system is that both governments and private
industry are unwilling to invest billions of dollars and one or more decades of development work in a
new reactor concept, however promising the concept may be. Customers will not (and probably should
not) buy any radically new system without clear demonstration in a large-scale prototype. Regulators
will be particularly vigilant in licensing such plants. Progress will be difficult.

There is one reality of the period up to 2050 which may help this situation. Over 500 power
plants will reach the end of their operational life in this period. It should be possible to make use of a
few of these old units, to modify or rebuild as demonstration plants. In some cases it might be possible
to obtain a license extension for a few months or years of operation.

hi the medium term (2015 to 2050), the current downward pressure from competing fossil
energy suppliers should lessen, either from economic dominance by the nuclear option or by full
recognition of the negative environmental consequences of fossil fuel burning. (The third alternative is
obvious, but bad news for the nuclear industry). Modem engineering and construction processes should
lead to a steady decrease in nuclear electricity prices in the period., plus more efficient front-end
processing, should result in doubling or tripling of the specific yield of electrical energy from uranium
during this period. But even at the end of the period it is unlikely that more than 10% of the energy in
uranium will be extracted, in the average over the world reactor population. Roughly such an increase
of yield is necessary to bring phosphate ores into the "reserve" classification - a 'hurdle' which, if
achieved, would greatly increase the world uranium supply. Fast reactors will, at the end of the period,
be entering commercial operation in significant numbers. Later in the 21st century it will become
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possible to raise the percentage of energy extracted from uranium at least to 50%, thereby jumping the
economic hurdle of uranium extraction from sea water. Passing over this hurdle would make the energy
supply from nuclear fission nearly infinite.

The large investment in uranium-based technologies has overshadowed the thorium alternative
except in a very few countries. During this period it is possible that thorium use will increase in these
countries which will become world leaders in development of this alternative, very large, energy source.

43. Long Term

In this phase, beginning around 2050, the most economical uranium supply may be obtained
from spent fuel storage vaults, reprocessing plant storage vaults, and even from enrichment plant
tailings. Recycle will be a routine practice and the measure of value of any fuel cycle will be mat it
produces the cheapest energy, electrical or otherwise. Preparation for this phase may begin several
decades before application is needed.

The key to success in this phase is extraction of a larger and larger fraction of the total fuel
energy, so that the cost of low-grade ore recovery becomes less important. Low specific reprocessing
cost is the first requirement, to be met by conventional or novel methods.

Recovery of energy from stored enrichment tailing stores will depend on the ability to convert
fertile to fissile material in large quantities. The FBR is the most likely vehicle for this purpose; another
method may be accelerator breeding. Similarly, the value of low-grade ores depends on the amount of
energy which can be extracted from them as well as on the monetary effort required for recovery.

Thorium has a powerful inherent advantage over uranium in that the conversion ratio in a well-
thermalized spectrum can be very near unity. Preparation for thorium use might be achieved in the mid-
term period through utilizing a then-existing 'excess' of fissile materials to produce uranium-233 in a
once-through cycle. This new fissile isotope then might be used in a thorium stand-alone cycle when the
need arises.

5.0. SOME POSSIBLE WORK PROGRAMS

5.1 Increase Reactor Conversion Ratio

A higher fertile conversion ratio will result in higher bumup for given enrichment, as well as a
lesser need for addition of burnable poisons. Thermal reactors utilizing thorium can reach a conversion
ratio near unity even with high burnup. Fast reactors utilizing metal uranium-plutonium fuel can reach
a breeding ratio of about 1.4. Combining the cycles of these two reactor types would result in a system
capable of extracting a very large fraction of the fuel potential energy.

5.2 Increase Fuel Burnup

The obvious benefit from increasing fuel burnup is an increase in plant capacity factor. Other
changes may be necessary to gain the full advantage of the change, such as more on-power maintenance
and reduced maintenance schedules. For on-power-fuelled systems the main advantage comes from a
reduction in the specific reprocessing cost per unit of energy produced.

5 3 Decrease Reprocessing Cost

Reduction of the specific fuel reprocessing cost will be an important development to enable
recycle of low-grade spent fuel (from HWR, for example). This development also will help to control
the price of uranium by lowering the recycle break-even point.
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A separate important development is the economic recycle of thorium-U233 fuels. There are
significant differences from uranium in both the process itself and in the activity levels of the fuel
constituents which must be considered

5.4 Introduce On-Power Fuelling

Batch fuelling of power reactors carries with it the disadvantage of a periodic forced shutdown
for fuelling which limits the achievable capacity factor. In addition, fuel cycle flexibility is greatly
improved and parasitic neutron absorption is reduced if refuelling can be carried out with the reactor at
full power.

6. CONCLUSION

The first justification for urgent work on advanced fuel cycles is to demonstrate that nuclear
energy can provide a viable long-term source of energy on a large scale, for the use of mankind The
second justification for short-term fuel cycle work is part of the overall cost-reduction imperative as
fossil fuel competition intensifies. The third justification is to carry out long lead-time work (firstly to
identify what is needed) which will be applied some time in the next century, as cheap uranium
resources are exhausted.

This paper provides only the barest skeleton of an outline of the work needed. One useful
outcome of this TCM might be the initiation of a series of discussions addressing the outstanding
questions for the long term, to provide guidance for short-term fuel cycle studies.
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